## CCCM Cluster National Coordination Meeting Minutes

**Date:** 21 February 2023  
**Participants:** UNHCR, OCHA, UNOPS, Norwegian Refugee Council, IDMC, Peace Winds Japan, USAID, REACH, People in Need, PUI, ACTED, WeWorld, Core, Electriciens sans Frontieres, 100% Life, Proliska, Rokada, Friends’ Hands, NEEKA, Angels of Salvation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda item</th>
<th>Summary of the discussion</th>
<th>Action points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1) Updates from CCCM Cluster | **Updates from CCCM Cluster (please see the presentation attached):**  
- **UHF updates.** On 1 March, will be the Launch of the UHF 2023 First Standard Allocation with the envelop worth USD 70 million. Currently, the UHF jointly with the Clusters are working to finalize the Strategy. The Allocation aimed at supporting 2023 HRP and will be focusing on three thematic areas, one of them is provision of integrated package of support to collective sites. The Cluster recommended the following HRP activities, aimed at expanding CCCM soft and hard components, as well supporting integration of IDPs in CSs:  
  - Establishment SMS teams  
  - Establishment CCCM systems  
  - Provision of essential items and equipment  
  - Provision of care and maintenance  
  - Supporting IDPs in establishment of facilities and infrastructure in CSs  
  - Supporting IDPs in community-led activities  
  Oblasts prioritized for interventions were selected based on the number of collective site and partners presence - Lvivska, Zakarpatska, Chernivetska, Kmelnytyska, Vinnytska, Poltavska, Kirovogradskaya, Dnipropetrovska, Kharkivska.  
  After release of the Allocation Strategy, partners are highly encourage to consult with the Cluster on their project proposals.  
- **Partner’s reporting in 2023.** In 2023, OCHA initiated launching Activity.Info Platform which includes Monitoring and Planning Modules. The Monitoring Module will replace 5W templates.. Before Activity.Info launched partners are requested to report for January-March 2023 through updated Excel templates. The deadline for January-February 2023 reporting is | CCCM Cluster to share the presentation with the partners |
7 March, 2023. On 23-24 February, 2023, the Cluster will conduct a session on how to use the template.

- **CCCM Cluster’s SAG.** A number of National NGOs expressed their interests to join CCCM Cluster’s Strategic Advisory Group last week. There will be an internal discussion regarding candidates as well as a discussion with the present SAG members. A decision will then be made by the Cluster concerning which National NGOs will be included in the SAG, and they will be notified accordingly.

- **Sub-National narrative reporting.** Partners are encouraged to provide monthly narrative reporting to the Cluster Sub-National Coordinators (the template was shared earlier). Coordinators are in constant contact with the representatives of national and regional-level authorities and responsible to represent CCCM partners before them. Narrative reporting will support the Cluster to maintain high profile of the CCCM response.

### 2) Presentation of the Collective Site Dashboard.

**CCCM Cluster (please see the presentation attached):**

CCCM Cluster’s IM team launched a new interactive Collective Site Dashboard to support humanitarian actors across multiple sectors in responding to humanitarian crisis. This resource provides an online map of collective sites identified throughout the country and brief collective site profiles, which include information on address, building type, population, and presence of the CCCM partners.

The data could be filtered by CCCM partner, Region, Oblast, Raion, or Hromada. As of now, all CSs spotted have been divided into two groups: those that are hosting IDPs and those that are ready to host IDPs, respectively.

Due to the sensitivity of data provided by this resource, access to it is limited. Partners can apply for it by using this link [https://enketo.unhcr.org/x/U0YD6c43](https://enketo.unhcr.org/x/U0YD6c43). After submitting the form, a login and password to access the Dashboard will be shared though the email.

Given the dynamics of context and big number of sites (over 3,000), some information could outdated. Partners were encouraged to inform the Cluster in case of identification of the collective sites that are not captured by the Dashboard.

### 3) Updates from partners / AOB

No emergent updates/AOB